The complexity of abstract art languages create new semantics in art. This model tries to implement its conceptual language within creating a new virtual environment. The gap between art and technology has been approached with a fuzzy logic engine which uses a red and black semantic codification. The examples include the application of this metalanguage to a virtual artwork experimentation.
Introduction
The conceptualization of the metaplastic theoretical model of virtual space leads to the defining of a fuzzy dynamic system, constituted through a visual formal language and puts into effect the composition rules of abstract languages [3] . The constitution of a complex system demands specific competence of the industrial design theories for the application of "ready-made" theory with different media 1 for the virtual reality interdisciplinary contents. The specific competence of the designer is fundamental for the mise en scene of the virtual environment and the creation of linguistic context and its content. The poetic model of the abstract language is, in fact, a cyberworld engine [1] and "bearer of a signifying that is put into effect to a deeper level" (p. 7 in [4]), as explained by Greimas (1984) [4] for fine art and design.
Related work
The art project is related to abstract art languages applied to the virtual world concept. The media arts fields review many works representing software concepts and modeling systems which create art.
1 Manovich, Lev, The Language of New Media, Cambridge, MIT, p. 124 The applied formal methodologies are generally implemented with storyboard, sketching or a textual scripting languages method that often requires user-specific technical background. This paper proposes a metalanguage for the virtual environments description through visual codification.
The metaplastic language
The example of abstract art languages for the definition of the visual language requires the constitution of the following primary elements of shapes and colors: -A formal grammar that contains construction rules. -The plastic elements will recognize and define, the same way as words in a spoken language, corresponding to the law of composition. -The analytical part will specify the primary elements, designating different and more complicated parts to define. -The synthetic part specifies instead the possible laws for ordering the elements of the language. -The definition of a dictionary for all words.
The formal grammar consists of a finite symbol set (as letters of the written language) (p. 116 in [6] ), a finite set of non-terminal symbols, a set of generation rules and an initial symbol. The grammar defines the language, containing the final symbols derived from the initial ones. The language is definable as a fuzzy dynamic system model called finite state machine (FSM) [5, 11] . It transforms sequences of sensory state input (stimuli), which produce feedback and sends it as a state sequence (response) to the output of the system. The result is determined as a truth value that influences the activation of the decision making process [10, 11] .
The transformations are completed within a dynamic cycle of internal states. The new states are stored subsequently for use in the successive phases.
The described model consists of the following parts: The model of abstract language is based on the theories of Paul Klee. The elements of the composition space have a visual alphabet that has been previously established (Table 1 ). The chromatic qualities of the objects define weights and measures according to conventions used to define the alphabet. The visual language is made up of related meaning and events dynamics within the space. The movement is determined from the qualitative relations and quantitative elements between the environment and the user. These dynamic relations establish the equilibrium of the virtual space determining the meaning representation through its shapes and spatial relations.
Abstract figures
According to Klee (see p. 59 in [9]), "we don't want form, but function." The figures qualitatively express shape through chromatic modules with one or more colors ( Table 2 ). The formal image expression uses plastic means of measure, weight and chromatic qualities to dispose and create opportune spatial relations. The color could be considered, following the Klee criteria, as a quality indicator. Also, weight indicates a luminous intensity, and it also measures extension because beyond the two mentioned values, color is measurable [7] . These formal criteria offer numerous possibilities of chromatic combination, for the definition of all language elements. The gray point, infinitesimal figurative unit, expressed in the Klee figuration theory, is activated by the tension with its complementary figure. Every space and its inner force are polarized, within a continous true contradiction with places. The generative process defines the plastic elements and the same virtual space through the following constitution of plastic structures:
-Essence: inner space containing figures and its own information constituent -Structure: superstructure spaces composed with a variable number of chromatic qualities -Appearance: external space composed with a variable number of chromatic qualities
The element possesses a delimited external surrounding space from a "spherical sensory threshold" (dialogue system), described later on as that which carries out interactive communication functions with the visitor, other figures, and the surrounding environment. The Klee theories describe the criteria, where each of the three space characteristics designate the qualities of the plastic element, the time measures and quantitative weights, which are subdivided in the following qualitative indications:
Measures
-Extensions indicate the structural measures of the element.
